Your results

**Senior Analog Electronics Engineer**  [Link](https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/iw212/senior-analog-electronics-engineer-171023)

Job ref: IW212

Does the idea of solving difficult problems and direct client contact intrigue you? Analog Electronics Engineers at Cambridge Consultants are involved in all aspects of design process.

**Business Developer - Industrial & Energy**  [Link](https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/business-developer-industrial-energy-171014)

Job ref: 867

A strong background in business development in the Industrial & Energy sectors, also with experience in innovation, design and transferring products to manufacturing.

**Business Developer - Telecoms & Mobile**  [Link](https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/business-developer-telecoms-mobile-171014)

Job ref: 891

Here is a fantastic career opportunity if you're looking to work as part of a world leading business. You will be able to carve out and have responsibility for building a substantial professional fee-for-service consulting and technology design and development business in our Telecoms & Mobile team covering mobile telecoms and professional radio sectors.


Job ref: 1128

Exciting aspects of this role include: • Helping clients tackle the world’s most challenging clinical problems • Being at the forefront multiple technologies, clinical domains, organisations • Working with world-class product design, development, and technology teams across Europe, US, and Asia • Cohesive business development team culture, supportive of your career ambitions • Helping shape future direction of our business – strategic growth, building capability, supporting technical recruitment • Mentoring project teams with commercial and clinical insight • Developing a mixture of skills: business strategy, strategic marketing, marketing, and sales

Job ref: 1154

Are you an experienced business development professional? Do you have the breadth and depth of technical and business knowledge to build a substantial professional fee-for-service design and development business in Asia, focussing on the Surgical Devices and Acute Care market sectors? If so, this is a fantastic opportunity within Cambridge Consultants’ Singapore office...


Job ref: 1157

Are you an experienced business development or product management professional with a track record of successful commercial impact in the area of consumer product development? Do you have a passion for working with innovative technology, bright and enthusiastic technical staff and exciting clients? As a Business Development Manager you will be working in a dynamic team environment with world class engineers & scientists to deliver excellent projects for our clients that provide real commercial impact on their business.


Job ref: 1164

Work with the Head of Drug Delivery as part of the Global Drug Delivery business development team. This is a fantastic career opportunity for someone who is looking to work as part of a world leading product development business.


Job ref: 1146

Are you an experienced business development professional with a track record of successful commercial impact? Do you have a passion for working in the consumer sector and with innovative technology? As a Business Development Manager you will be working in a dynamic team environment with world class engineers & scientists to deliver excellent projects for our clients which provide real commercial impact on their business.


Job ref: 1145

Are you an experienced business development professional with a track record of commercial impact and do you have a passion for working in the consumer sector and with innovative technology?

Job ref: 1035

Would you like to architect and deliver scalable cloud applications? Do you have experience in designing Service Oriented or Microservice architectures? Are you interested in working with the Internet of Things, Smart Homes, Connected Health and Wearable applications that deliver excellent cloud based services to end users?

Cloud Software Engineer  [Link](https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/1090/cloud-software-engineer-171015)

Job ref: 1090

This role will involve designing and building software for scalable cloud applications and would suit someone with experience in developing Service Oriented or Microservice based software systems.


Job ref: 170

Do you get excited about identifying the commercial benefit of new technologies? Would you like to lead world class technical teams in finding new business with Consumer Healthcare companies, and help them create the most innovative products and systems on the market?

Control Systems Engineer  [Link](https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/206/control-systems-engineer-171021)

Job ref: 206

Control Systems engineers at Cambridge Consultants are engaged on diverse, fast-paced and challenging projects within multidisciplinary teams.

Developer in Test  [Link](https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/software-engineer-test-171014)

Job ref: 977.1

Can you design and build frameworks to test large, scalable systems? Can you quickly understand software systems at the architecture level and then drill down into the detail? The Software Group is growing, so if you want to help create innovative systems for a wide variety of clients, Cambridge Consultants is the place for you.


Job ref: 1158
Due to phenomenal growth over the past 4 years we’re offering a fantastic opportunity to combine your technical, commercial and solution thinking skills with your desire to work as part of a world leading business. This role will combine your passion for product development and technology with your deep understanding of the Diagnostics market place.

**Digital Health - Strategy Lead / Product Manager**  
If you would thrive in a role which offers the opportunity to work alongside talented, enthusiastic and proactive consultants, engineers and scientists, and apply your strategic insight to a diverse range of projects, then please read on.

**Digital Information Architect/Designer**  
Create world-changing innovations that delight the people who experience them.

**Divisional Marketing Manager – Wireless & Digital Services Division**  
•Do you have a passion for marketing breakthrough technology innovation? •Do you want to combine your marketing expertise and background in the wireless or digital services sectors with your creative and entrepreneurial flair? If so, then please read on...

**Drug Delivery - VP Business Development**  
Capitalize on your in depth knowledge of the Drug Delivery market and use your consultative selling skills to engage with customers who need the advanced product development services for which Cambridge Consultants is renowned. Over 70% of our business is with repeat customers.

**Electronics Engineer**  
As an Electronics Engineer within Cambridge Consultants you will be working on cutting edge technology developments for our clients. Projects are varied and will involve significant technical challenge and you will be working in a fast paced environment.

**Embedded Software Engineer**
The breadth of what we’ve achieved is such that our work has touched most people’s lives in one way or another. At the heart of what we do are talented and motivated software teams empowered to create cutting edge technologies and systems to solve difficult problems for our clients.

Front End Developer  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/front-end-developer-0-171021)

Job ref: 939

If you want to design and develop innovative and intuitive front ends for a wide variety of clients then Cambridge Consultants is the place for you.


Job ref: 1118

The Semiconductor group brings together a team of world-class multi-disciplinary experts in everything to do with embedded systems and devices – whether that’s electronics, embedded software, physics, control, communications, security or algorithm design. We are looking for keen talented graduates who want variety and the opportunity to start making real products for our clients.


Job ref: 1161

Are you looking for an exciting and varied role helping everyone from start-ups to global pharmaceutical companies to define their technology strategy and pathways for innovation? Do you have an interest in medical technology and want to help define the products of the future?


Job ref: 1079

Are you passionate about software development and want a challenging graduate role with lots of variety? If so, join us and help deliver better and smarter health care through innovation. This is a graduate role with a 2017 start date.


Job ref: 1140

a talented technologist – with a can-do attitude and a real thirst for building exciting new things and making technology work
We are looking for a graduate mathematician or physicist to work on client assignments and provide key ideas for projects involving the design, implementation and test of a wide range of products and systems. You will work on the design of technical systems for a wide range of applications. This will include many opportunities to develop technical skills in algorithm development, data science and programming as part of a whole system design process.

Play a key role in the design, development & test of new ground-breaking wireless systems from component level RF systems specification through board level RF circuit design. In our successful and expanding Wireless division, we offer the opportunity to work at the leading edge of the state of the art in a broad range of technologies in multiple industries.

The Wireless Software Group is growing, so if you want create innovative products for a wide variety of clients Cambridge Consultants could be the place for you.

You will have the opportunity to advance your own skills through our testing community and the variety of projects you will work on. Your skills will contribute to help grow and evolve the group.

Do you relish working alongside other disciplines to solve complex products? We need creative, passionate and meticulous Designers to collaborate with our Engineers and Human Factor Engineers to bring our clients technology and products to life.

The IT Services team are responsible for a broad range of systems throughout the global enterprise. We are looking for a
talented IT Support Engineer to enhance our support capability.

Lead Software and Systems Architect (Medical Devices)  

Job ref: 1004

We are looking for a talented technical leader to help us design complex Medical Devices with a significant safety-critical software component. You will have the opportunity to lead the development of exciting new products in the areas of Surgery, Drug Delivery, In-Vitro Diagnostics and Digital Health.

Machine Learning Engineer  

Job ref: 200

Are you a Machine Learning Engineer that craves variety, have a creative mind and are looking for the opportunity to develop solutions in a wide range of applications and industries that are at the cutting edge of machine learning?

Machine Learning Engineer (all levels)  
(https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/1155/machine-learning-engineer-all-levels-171013)

Job ref: 1155

Cambridge Consultants are looking for high calibre candidates that can add new dimensions to our Machine Learning team. You’ll be working with the latest techniques in Deep Learning, Reinforcement Learning and more, to build unique products in a wide breadth of markets.

Mechanical Engineer  
(https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/ir213/mechanical-engineer-171020)

Job ref: IR213

Are you a Mechanical Engineer interested in working a variety of projects across many industries?

Mechatronics Graduate Engineer - 2018  

Job ref: 1163

Are you a mechatronics graduate looking for an exciting job in which you can use your excellent talents and technical skills to develop world class medical products?

Mid-level Embedded Software Engineer  

Job ref: 207

As an embedded software engineer at Cambridge Consultants you will get to design and develop software to solve
interesting (and difficult) problems for many different companies, in many different industries.


Job ref: 1144

We are looking for a PCB CAD librarian to join our growing PCB design team and administer our library of electronic components used in PCB designs. You will be working alongside talented engineers and designers to design PCBs on innovative multidisciplinary projects that solve interesting and challenging problems for clients.


Job ref: MH212

Are you an experienced Project Management Assistant / Senior Project Coordinator? In this busy and demanding role, you will become the Program Managers trusted partner, tasked with supporting delivery of our most complex and high value Medical Technology projects.

**Principal Analytical Engineer**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/principal-analytical-engineer-171021)

Job ref: 988

Do you enjoy solving challenging problems? Are you looking for a role where you can take the technical lead of multi-disciplinary teams? If the answer is yes, then read on as we have a fantastic opportunity to join a group of highly talented like-minded people where you can progress your career.


Job ref: 202

Are you a talented Design Assurance or Quality Engineer with experience of taking products to market? As a Design Assurance / Quality Engineer at Cambridge Consultants, you will make a significant contribution to major medical technology development projects. You will translate regulatory requirements into product requirements for innovative medical products, and ensure compliance to relevant standards throughout, with a particular focus on risk management.


Job ref: 1136

We are looking for a lead hardware design engineer who wants to use their FPGA/ASIC and electronics design skills to develop breakthrough technology and world-class products.
As Principal Electronics Engineer you will be working on complex multi-disciplinary medical devices and systems.

If you enjoy being part of from-scratch product and technology developments, and you are passionate about developing robust, mission-critical software that serves a meaningful purpose, then this role could be for you.

Are you passionate about applying your human factors engineering skills and experience to develop innovative medical products that enhance the lives of people? Do you enjoy working with highly skilled engineers, designers and scientists in a dynamic environment to design and develop a wide range of medical products?

Are you a talented Mechanical Design Engineer with experience developing active implantable devices? Do you want to be an integral member of multidisciplinary teams, developing innovative medical products? If so then please read on…
Are you a talented Mechanical Design Engineer with experience developing smart tools for interventional surgical procedures or delivery of novel implants? Do you want to be an integral member of multidisciplinary teams, developing innovative medical products? If so then please read on…

**Principal Mechanical Design Engineer – Drug Delivery Products**


Are you a talented Mechanical Design Engineer with experience developing drug delivery devices such as wearable infusion pumps, large volume injection devices, or auto-injectors? Do you want to be an integral member of multidisciplinary teams, developing innovative medical products?

**Principal Medical Electronics Architect**  

Do you see your future as a technical lead of exciting multidisciplinary projects? Or perhaps you see yourself managing technically diverse projects? Maybe you would like to take your technical know-how and use it to create new business opportunities in areas you are passionate about. Cambridge Consultants has all these opportunities and more. It is your career, your choice.

**Principal Medical Industrial Designer**  

Do you relish working alongside other disciplines to solve complex products? We need creative, passionate and meticulous Industrial Designers to collaborate with our Engineers and Human Factor Engineers to bring our clients technology and products to life.

**Principal Medical Software Architect**  

This position offers the rare opportunity to take a leadership role in the Medical Technology business and help shape the future of intelligent, connected medical devices. If you are excited about solving complex, multivariate technical and systems challenges in the medical domain, are passionate about developing robust, safety-critical software that serves a meaningful purpose, and have excellent interpersonal and leadership skills, then this role could be for you. You will work with our clients and lead the creation of innovative multidisciplinary products and technologies in the medical space.

**Principal RF Engineer**  
The Principal RF Engineer will take a leading design role in the development of new ground-breaking wireless systems from initial client meetings through systems specification, detailed component level design and eventual hand-over to mass production.

**Principal RF Engineer - Medical Devices**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/ms214/principal-rf-engineer-medical-devices-171023)

Do you want exposure to the latest developments and the variety of working on complex technologies? Then consider a career with Cambridge Consultants as a Principal RF Engineer.

**Principal Test Engineer: Cloud Systems**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/1089/principal-test-engineer-cloud-systems-171014)

This role will involve working with software and hardware development engineers as part of a multidisciplinary project team and will suit someone who is interested in new technology.

**Principal Tooling Specialist**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/1038/principal-tooling-specialist-171021)

Are you an experienced tooling engineer who would like to spend time helping a multitude of clients bring their products into reality? Are you experienced in driving tool design, using robust processes resulting in high quality products? Would you relish the challenge of working on a diverse range of medical devices in multidisciplinary teams? If so, please read on…


Would you like to lead the discovery, development and launch of novel products and services across a variety of markets? We are looking for leaders experienced in the delivery and management of IoT products and services, their connected systems and the business operations that support them.

**Program Manager - Consumer/Industrial focus**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/ir214/program-manager-consumerindustrial-focus-171020)

This position offers the rare opportunity to take a leadership role in the Consumer and Industrial business delivering large multidisciplinary developments.
Program Manager - Medical Device Development  

Job ref: 81

This position offers the rare opportunity to take a leadership role in the Medical Technology business delivering large, multidisciplinary medical device developments.

Programme Manager - Wireless  

Job ref: 712

Manage challenging and often complex wireless product developments for clients in a wide range of market sectors, covering the full Product Development Lifecycle from concept to manufacture.

Programme Manager – Defence, Industrial, Energy, Consumer  

Job ref: 1027

Do you have a passion for leading innovative product development programmes using leading edge technologies and methods of working?

Project Manager - Medical Technology  

Job ref: 1125

Are you an aspiring Project Manager or Technical Team Leader with Project Management ambitions? In this role you will have the autonomy and freedom to set-up and lead teams of world-class graduate engineers, whilst being supported by a team of experienced Programme Managers to develop your skills to enable you to lead larger and more complex programmes as your career develops.

Project Manager - Wireless  

Job ref: 896

Are you an aspiring Project Manager or Technical Team Leader with Project Management ambitions, looking to develop your career in a professional environment? Read more about this fantastic opportunity to join our team of professional Project Managers in our Wireless Division.

Prototype Workshop Development Technician  

Job ref: 1098.1

Apply your hands on experience in an engineering workshop environment to help our team provide a flexible prototype
manufacture and development capability in support of project activity across the company.


Job ref: CG215

Cambridge Consultants has ambitious growth plans and in line with this we are now looking to appoint an experienced technology recruiter to work proactively on a variety of vacancies across a wide range of STEM disciplines.

**Recruitment Officer**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/1149/recruitment-officer-171020)

Job ref: 1149

Cambridge Consultants has ambitious growth plans and in line with this we are now looking to appoint an experienced technology recruiter to work proactively on a variety of vacancies across a wide range of STEM disciplines.


Job ref: 1023

The focus of the role is to provide company-wide regulatory support to our project teams, spanning both medical and non-medical disciplines, as well as supporting the QA Manager and Head of QA with day-to-day QA activities. If you understand the need to balance freedom to innovate on the one hand, with rigour in the design process on the other, come and use your resourcefulness to contribute to projects with widely varying breadth of disciplines, scale, complexity and requirements.

**Sales Account Manager**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/sales-account-manager-171014)

Job ref: 739

Do you want to combine your substantial sales/business development experience in the wireless and satellite market with your entrepreneurial flair to grow and manage key accounts?


Job ref: 1100

Working with C# on Windows or Linux (Mono) you will work on secure systems for UK government. With knowledge of C#, Python and Web technologies you will develop and deploy systems with connectivity to embedded devices and employing analytics algorithms. As part of our ICE division (Industrial Consumer Energy) there will also be the opportunity to work with other industries: Industrial (including Robotics), Consumer and Energy.

**Senior Consultant - Electronics**  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/1094/senior-consultant-electronics-171024)
Are you passionate about solving difficult electronics problems like we are? Do you want to help our clients realise their innovative medical products to make a difference? Are you a creative and driven engineer excited by cutting-edge technical areas that you can lead?


Job ref: 1028

We are looking for a creative Electronics Engineer who has imagination, flair and is an expert in their field, to contribute to the sale and technical delivery of significant and innovative projects that have a challenging electronics problem at the heart.


Job ref: 1116

We... inspire change, respond to challenges, create new ways of working that increase innovation success and develop technology portfolios that deliver against ambition. You... do this too


Job ref: 180

Are you a talented Mechanical Design Engineer looking to build upon experience acquired as a Principal Engineer and take the next step in your career? Do you have experience leading teams in the development of drug delivery devices such as wearable infusion pumps, or large volume injection devices?

**Senior Consultant, Electronics**  [https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/senior-consultant-electronics-171014](https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/senior-consultant-electronics-171014)

Job ref: 769

As a Senior Consultant you will be taking a unique senior leadership role working on complex multi-disciplinary medical devices and systems.


Job ref: 1112

We have a rare opportunity for recognised trailblazers in wireless product development and one that's perfect for those who crave variety and have a creative mind. Our Senior DSP Consultant will drive a technicolour range of projects that test ingenuity and skill. Applicants will have a passion for technology and a thirst to take on the toughest challenges as
we continue on our mission to develop breakthrough technologies. In return, we’ll turbocharge your career, immersing you in a unique range of projects.

**Senior DSP/Control Software Engineer (Medical Devices)**  

Job ref: 1006|

We are looking for talented engineers with experience in designing and implementing real-time control software and/or extracting information from biomedical signals using DSP techniques to help us designing complex Medical Devices in the areas of Surgery, Drug Delivery, In-Vitro Diagnostics and Digital Health.

**Senior Data Scientist**  

Job ref: 985.1|

Join our talented team working on challenging projects across a variety of industries where extracting information from data is crucial to success.

**Senior Design Assurance / Quality Engineer**  

Job ref: 1113|

Are you a talented Design Assurance or Quality Engineer with experience of taking medical products to market? Do you want to be an integral member of multidisciplinary teams, developing innovative medical products? If so then please read on…

**Senior Embedded Software Engineer**  

Job ref: 193|

Why restrict yourself to working for one company, when you can enjoy the variety and experience of working with many? In this role, you will develop mission-critical software that serves a meaningful purpose.

**Senior Embedded Software Engineer (Medical Devices)**  

Job ref: 1007|

We are looking for a talented embedded software engineer with experience in real-time embedded applications and/or safety-critical software to help us design complex medical devices in the areas of surgery, drug delivery, in-vitro diagnostics and digital health.

**Senior Engineer – Transfer to Manufacture**  
The role will encompass elements of the design across a range of projects – focusing on design for and transfer to manufacture, planning and implementing low volume assembly of complex electromechanical products. This will involve a high degree of technical ability, experience in design for and transfer to manufacturing, close attention to detail and a drive and determination to improve quality of a given design.


If you are passionate about applying your human factors engineering skills and experience to develop innovative medical products that enhance the lives of people, please read on...

Senior Mechanical Engineer  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/senior-mechanical-engineer-171014)

Develop innovative medical products, breakthrough technologies, and bring world-class product design, development and technology consulting expertise to a range of leading blue chip companies and ambitious start-ups.

Senior Medical Software Engineer - Embedded  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/senior-medical-software-engineer-embedded-171014)

Do you want to apply your software development skills to the entire product development lifecycle of intelligent, automated and connected medical devices? If so, this is the position for you....


Do you enjoy the ownership of solving technical challenges, project variety and client interaction?

Senior RF Engineer  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/184/senior-rf-engineer-171012)

Cambridge Consultants is looking for a senior RF electronics engineer with at least 3 years industry experience to join our rapidly growing team. This is an exciting opportunity to develop challenging radio hardware and enable wireless communication in novel products across our target markets, from high volume consumer devices to bespoke industrial systems. This is an exciting opportunity to join Cambridge Consultants – a world-class supplier of innovative product development engineering and technology consulting.
We are looking for an experienced RF Test Engineer to develop and implement test solutions for new ground-breaking wireless systems. Working closely with our RF Design Engineers you will be part of our test group involved in the testing of early prototypes through to the verification and regulatory testing of the final system.

We are looking for a talented embedded software engineer with experience in wireless communication protocols such as Bluetooth and a passion for the front-end aspects like UI and mobile Apps to help us design the next generation of connected Medical Devices.

Do you have experience leading design teams and defining technical solutions for complex problems? Are you inspired by a variety of design challenges and achieving order and elegance from complex systems within fast-paced multidisciplinary product development? If so, then, come and join our multi-specialist mechanical engineering team and enjoy the benefits of working in world class engineering consultancy on a variety of Industrial, Consumer, Energy and Defence devices.

As a member of our test group, you will help to grow and evolve the group, through sharing and deliberate practice as well as reaching out to internal and external expertise. You will also have the opportunity to grow your own skills through our community and the variety of projects you will work on.

Are you a Senior UX designer who thrives on designing solutions for the most challenging problems in real work products and services? Do you like to be involved in all aspects of UX design? We need you to create original and inspired digital experiences that will improve our clients' bottom line.

Job ref: M208

Do you enjoy building elegant user experiences? If so, we are looking for talented, highly motivated people to join our creative team in Boston.

Service Design Lead  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/service-design-lead-171014)

Job ref: 788

Would you like to lead advances in the latest research thinking on Inclusive Design and Human Factors to help shape a new initiative within a true world class leader?


Job ref: 201

Our growing Boston team is looking for talented signal processing engineers at all levels with experience in designing and implementing wireless communications systems.

Software Engineer  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/software-engineer-171014)

Job ref: 878

Our Digital Services Group are looking for enthusiastic Software Engineers with experience of delivering web scale APIs or managed services for connected devices.

Software Engineer  (https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/208/software-engineer-171020)

Job ref: 208

We are looking for enthusiastic, motivated software engineers across a wide range of areas.


Job ref: 1115

Cambridge Consultants houses one of the most advanced medical device development and technology consulting teams in the world. Significant growth of our Medical Technology Division and global client base over the last few years means that we are now looking for an experienced, ambitious and enthusiastic professional, with a track record of building lasting client relationships, to join our senior client facing team.
Surgical & Interventional Products - Business Development Manager


Job ref: 145

Surgical & Interventional Products - Business Development Manager

Surgical & Interventional Products - Business Development Manager (Acute Care)


Job ref: 175

Cambridge Consultants houses one of the most advanced medical device development and technology consulting teams in the world. Grow and develop the Acute Care business stream.

Synthetic biologist – PhD Internship

[https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/careers/find-a-job/1123/synthetic-biologist-%E2%80%93-phd-internship-171013]

Job ref: 1123

This three month long internship will give you a valuable insight into Synthetic Biology in the context of a commercial organisation. You’ll work alongside our scientists and engineers to apply your scientific skills and knowledge to our synthetic biology projects. It’s an exciting opportunity to make a real contribution to this growing team.

Technical Lead – Industrial Sensing and Control


Job ref: 176

As part of the global expansion of IDEC we are building a team based around Industrial Sensing and Control in our Boston office. We are looking for a System Architect to provide technical leadership and cutting-edge technology implementation experience as we focus on winning and delivering new business in the Industrial and Energy sector.

Telecoms Technology Strategy Consultant - 2018 Graduate


Job ref: 1159

Do you have an interest in the commercial drivers that make technology succeed or fail? Are you interested in emerging technologies and trends, and fascinated by the potential impact of technology in the future? If so, join us as a Graduate Telecoms Technology Strategy Consultant, in a supportive and immersive environment where you’ll be working with clients to shape corporate, technology and operational strategy.

Undergraduate Data Scientist – Summer Internship 2018

Job ref: 1162]

Are you interested in joining a team of data scientists to work on future cutting-edge systems for 8 to 10 weeks over the summer? You'll get real responsibility working on important projects and it's a great opportunity to gain practical experience. *NO AGENCIES PLEASE*
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